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INTRODUCTION 
The theory of Korovkin sets has attracted widespread attention in recent 
years (several dozens of papers have been published in the last decade), due to 
the combination of the simplicity of the conditions and the power of their 
implications. The scope of the theory, which was originally established (by 
Bohman and Korovkin) (see e.g. [14]) for positive linear functionals and opera- 
tors on the spaces C[a, ZJ] of continuous functions on [a, b] and C,, of continuous 
periodic functions, has been significantly enlarged. 
The setting for a general Korovkin-type theorem is a class 9’ of mappings 
from a set X to a bitopological space (Y, FI , Fa), a class $9 of nets in 9, and a 
subclass ZO C 9. 
A set F C X is called a Korovkin-set (or Korovkin-system) with respect to 
{Z’, X, Y, yl , y2 ,9, go} when for each net {Tu} E 9, and TO E -EpO, the relation 
T,x 2 T,x foreveryxEF U-1) 
entails 
T,x 2 T+ formryxEX. U-2) 
A newly defined concept related to the previous one is the concept of a 
“Korovkin shadow” (see, e.g. [13], [S] and [25]): 
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Given any F C X, the K-shadow (Km&in shadow) of F with respect o (9, X, 
Y, rl , rS , 9, gO) is the largest subset G C X for which (1.1) entails 
T,x 2 T& foreveryxEG (1.3) 
for all nets {T,) E 9%. 
Thus, each set is a K-set (Korovkin set) for its shadow, and a set F is a K-set 
for X if and only if X is the K-shadow of F. 
It is our intent to analyze properties of K-shadows in several naturally arising 
circumstances and explore the interrelationship between such shadows. 
In the present paper we confine attention to two closely related cases. 
(1) X = Y = C(S), where 5’ is a compact Hausdorff space and C(S) is the 
space of continuous real valued functions on S. 
9 = 3’+ = the class of bounded, positive linear operators 
Z0 = {I} = the identity operator. 
(2) X = C(S), Y = W (= the reals) 
9 = A’+ = the class of positive linear functionals 
% = ho; 0 s E S}, where ypO is the evaluation functional at the point s,, .
Since we have not specified the topologies rr and 37.) and may on the other 
hand impose restrictions on the types of nets to beconsidered, the basic structures 
outlined above give rise to several natural settings, defining (possibly) different 
K-shadows of a given F C C(S): 
The following notation will be used: 
N - the class of all nets in the given space 
Jr/-, - the class of uniformly bounded nets in the given space 
Y - the class of all sequences in the given space 
9s - the class of uniformly bounded sequences in the given space 
4 - the class of all constant nets in the given space 
u - uniform convergence 
p - pointwise convergence. 
DEFINITION 0.1. With these notations, the various K-shadows can be 
described via the following list of statements. Each statement defines the corre- 
sponding K-shadow of F as the set of all g for which the implication holds 
(1) (9’+, Jy, U, u); {T,} E N, T,f zz f for all f E F => T,g =$ g (uniformly) 
(2) (9+, 9, a, u); {Tn) E 9’, T,f sf for all f EF + T-g =fg. 
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The statements 
(3) w+, A? , *, u> 
(4) w+, % 9 *, 4 
are similarly written, with Jv, , YB replacing M and 9, respectively. 
(5) (A?+, N, I(, p); (Tel) E JV, T,f s f for allfeF * T,g *g (pointwise). 
The statements 
(6) W+, 9, *, P> 
(7) w+, Jr/-, f f4 P> 
(8) W+, % 9 *, P) 
are written in an analogous fashion. The following quartet (9)-(12) obtains via 
similar variations on relation (9) 
(9) W+, N, P, P); {T,) E x, T,f --f for all fEF * Tag --f g
(10) w+, 9, P, P) 
(11) w+, 4 ,PlP) 
(12) w+, %I 7 P, P>. 
The following statements involve functionals; here To is a fixed evaluation 
functional. 
(13) (.A’+, J+“); h-4 E -f, paf -+ T,f for all f EF * ,sg --f Tog. 
The statements (14)-( 16) are similarly written 
(14) (A+, 9”) 
(15) (A+, “4) 
(16) (A+, %) 
(17) (A?+, $}; T, Tf=fforallfEF=> Tgrg 
(18) (d+, 2% II, pf =f(q,> for allf EF * pg =gh). 
In the first section we establish the implication relations between the various 
statements. This is equivalent to establishing inclusion relations between the 
corresponding shadows. 
In the second section we examine the relationship between the shadow of hF 
and the shadow of F, where h is a nonnegative function. 
In Section 3 we prove that certain familiar subspaces of C(S) (including, 
among others, subspaces of dimension <2 and Grothendieck subspaces) cast 
no (A+, j)-shadow, i.e., the (A+, $)-shadow is identical with the subspace. 
We conclude also that every Banach space is isometric to an (A+, y)-shadow. 
In Section 4 we show that the shadows containing the function 1 are, iso- 
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metrically, all the spaces A(K) of affine continuous functions on a compact 
convex K, and derive other equivalent characterizations. 
We establish, in Section 5, intrinsic haracterizations of a K-subspace F in 
terms of the structure of the unit ball of the dual to the Banach space F. There 
are two different characterizations, one for K-subspaces containing the function 
1, and the other for general K-subspaces. 
Section 6 is devoted to a study of K-shadows of finite subsets. In particular, 
we obtain a lower bound on the codimension of shadows of the spaces of non- 
Tchebycheffian triplets. 
Section 7 contains some observations concerning the minimal cardinality of 
finite K-sets. It is proved that there exists a minimal finite dimensional K-sub- 
space (a K-subspace containing no proper K-subspace) whose dimension is 
larger than the minimal cardinality. Several conjectures are made about minimal 
K-subspaces. 
Almost all sections leave some natural questions unanswered. We formulate 
some of these as problems, with the hope that in such an active field, they will 
be solved soon. 
1. THE BASIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN K-SHADOWS 
We start by establishing the basic implication relation between the statements 
(l)-(18) in th e g eneral C(S) case. Then we proceed to analyze the additional 
implications that are present under various assumptions on the space or on the 
set F. We note that implications between statements are equivalent to inclusion 
relations (in the same direction) between the corresponding K-shadows. In 
most cases, we present the implications in the form of charts, as this seems to be 
the most economical way. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let X = C(S), where S is a compact Hausdorff space, and let 
de+, A+ be the classes of bounded positive linear operators from C(S) into itself 
and positive linear functionals, respectively. Let the statements be dejned by Dejini- 
tion 0.1. Then the relations between the statements depicted in Fig. 1 are valid. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let the general structure be as in Theorem 1. 
(a) If span F (= the linear subspace spanned by F) contains a positive 
function then the relations depicted in Fig. 2 are valid. 
(b) If the weak topology induced by F on S is first countable (for example, if 
S is Jirst countale or if dim span F < x,), then in addition to the implications 
of Fig. 1, we have 
(z+, % , u, P) * (d+, 8) 
(P’, 9, u, P> * cd+, CYP) 
Hence, the relations depicted in Fig. 3 are valid. 
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1 (L*& ,u,P) ,(M+&) I 
G%P,P) @?“I) ,u,u) 9 (IJ+& tL’,s,uruu 
(L+,N, ,P,P) ,(M+,J) 
(L+, J) 
I ‘) 
(L+,%U,P) 
I 
FIG. 1. The implications in the general C(S) case. Remarks: (1) + means that the 
inverse implication is false. (2) B means that the implication is false. (3) All statements 
in a given box are equivalent. 
(L*,%w) 9 (L*,N,u,P) 9 &+,N,P,P) 
h+,‘+,,w) 9 &+,Ng,“,~) t (L*~$,P,P) 
b’:“‘) 9(M+d$,) 9@‘+, S) 9 @‘*,Sg) 9 (kl*, J)
c 1 
(L’,%P,P) V,S~,P,Pl (L+,%“,“) T (Li,Sg,“,U) 
8 IC 
(Gsg ,“,P) 9 (L++%“,P) 
i 
(L*, J) 
FIG. 2. The implications in the case span F contain a positive function. 
(c) If the weak topology induced by F on S is first countable and span F 
contains a positive function, then all statements except (9+, 3) are equivalent. 
Remark 1.3. Note that if F is (A+, y)-Korovkin (i.e., if the (A+, $) 
shadow is X), then, by Salikin’s result [20] span F contains a positive function, 
so that (a) is valid. 
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(L*,%u.P) 1 (~,“,P,P), (L’,W,u), @+,N) 
(L* ,W,Ph (L’,~,PdP)( w,s,w t (M+,s) 
FIG. 3. The implications for the case where the weak topology induced by F on S is 
first countable. 
We prove Theorem 1.1, and use the additional information, in the course of 
the proof, to prove Theorem 1.2. 
Proof. The following implications are straightforward and do not necessitate 
any discussion. 
We first set out to prove that 
(A’, Jq * (.le’, J-3 u, u) 
(A+, A) 3 (2’3 J-B 7 u, u> 
(14 
We need the following simple lemma, which will be used again in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1.4. (a) The net (fa; 01 E A} in C(S) converges uniformly to f if and 
only ;f the following statement is valid: If {gs; p E E} is any subnet of the given net 
such that the corresponding net in S, {sB; ,!? E E) satisfies 
we have 
s/j + s (1.3) 
g&3) -+f (s). (1.4) 
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(b) If S is sequentially compact, the analogous result fzw sequences and sub- 
sequences is valid. 
Proof (of Lemma 1.4). If the convergence is uniform, then for any subnet 
satisfying (1.3) the validity of (1.4) is a corollary of the inequality 
I&3(%) -f(s>I d I&3h3) -fhl)l + If(%) -fWl * 
Assume now that the convergence is not uniform. Then there exists an E > 0 
such that for all ol E A there exist a y(a) E A, y(a) > 01, and an s, E S such that 
Let ,& = f,o . Then {ga; 01 E A} is a subnet. Choose a convergent subnet 
{ss; /3 E E} from {So; ol E A}, s, -+ s. Using (1.5) we have 
contradicting (1.4). This completes the proof of (a). 
(b) The proof is analogous, and can be found in [16]. Q.E.D. 
Using the lemma, we proceed to prove (1.2). It suffices to prove the first 
relation, as the second is completely analogous. Assume (A+, JV) for g, and let 
{T,; (II E A} be a net such that T,f sf for all f EF. Let {T,; /3 E E} be a subnet 
such that s, -+ s. Then, by the lemma, 
T*fJ%g(f 1 = Tsf(d - f (4 for allf EF. (l-6) 
Since T*pss is a positive linear functional, we deduce from (1.6) and (A+, N) 
that 
Since this is true for all subnets T, satisfying (1.3), another application of the 
lemma yields now T,g =fg. Q.E.D. 
The next step is the proof that 
p+, J-P %P> * (“4@‘, Jr/-> 
(=Yi”‘, 4 3 u, PI * (A+, 4). 
(1.8) 
Assume (9+, N, u, p) for g. Suppose now that (&+, N) does not hold. Then 
there exists a net {p,; 01 E A} such that 
but 
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Let {IV*; p E E) be a basis for the neighborhood system of the F-topology at 
ss , directed by inclusion. Consider the net {T,,,; (a, p) E A x E} of positive 
operators on C(S), defined by 
where us E C(S) is such that 
With this choice, for z E S\ W, we have 
T&(4 = (bC4 for all 01 E A, 4 E C(S). (1.11) 
If f E F, choose &, such that for /3 > j?,, 
I f(%> -ml < 4, for all x E W, . 
Using (1.9) we choose next cz,, such that for 01 > 010 
Summing up, we have, for (01, /?) > (a,, PO) and f E F, 
I L&9 -.f(x)l = I G4l If(x) - df)l G If(x) - c(df>l 
G I f(x) - fM -I- If&J - km < 6, for all x E W, . 
Taken together with (l.ll), this implies the uniform convergence T,,J=J 
Using (A?+, M, u, p) we conclude that 
Ta&cJ - dso). (1.12) 
However, Tassg(sO) = p&g), so that (1.12) is inconsistent with (1.9). 
We have thus proved the first relation of (1.8). The same proof establishes 
the second relation; we need only observe that 
so that if pa E A’jj then Ta,B E .& as well. 
Proof of (b) of Theorem 1.2. If the F-topology is first countable, then we 
replace (1.10) by the diagonal sequence 
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and the rest of the proof proceeds mutatis mutandis, yielding 
(Si”‘, 9, %P> 3 (A’, 9) 
w+, Yf3 9 % P> =+ (A+* %), 
(1.13) 
completing the proof of(c). 
The proof of the equivalences of the first box in Fig. 1 will be complete once 
we prove 
(“@f’, 4 * p+, x, P, PI. (1.14a) 
Suppose (A+, Jlr) holds for g, and assume { Tm} is a net such that T,f -+ f 
pointwise for all f EF. Define, for each x E S, the functional pa.0 = T,v, . We 
have 
,s3cf = Tdf) = TzfW -+f 64. 
Hence, by (A+, N), 
T,&) = tkxg --+ g(x), for all x E X. Q.E.D. 
The same proof establishes also 
(A+, 43) * w+, 4 > 2% PI (1.14b) 
(ylt*f, 9) * w+, Y”,P,P) (1.14c) 
(A+, -6) * w+, % 9 $3 $4. (1.14d) 
We prove now that 
(A’, 2-J =+ cd+, -4 (1.15) 
Assume that (.&I+, $) holds for g, and suppose that {pa} is a net such that 
/I pL, 11 < K for all ol and 
CLaf +f M, for allf EF. (1.16) 
By eu*-compactness, there exists a convergent subnet t~s 2 p. Using (1.16), 
we conclude that for every f EF 
Pf = f &J 
Hence, by (A+, $), % = g(d, i.e., 
t%g - &o) (1.17) 
Since (1.17) is valid for all convergent subnets of {pa}, we deduce that 
P& -+ ‘t&J Q.E.D. 
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The only implication in Fig. 1 that has not yet been proved is 
(.A+, 9) * (.4%‘, Jv-). 
Let {pa ,01 E A) be a net such that pa >, 0 and pa(f) -ff(so) for all ~GF. 
Assume that (ukt+, N) d oes not hold for g, i.e. p@(g) +g(s,,). Passing to a 
subnet if necessary, we may assume that 1 p=(g) - g(s,,)\ 2 E > 0 for all cz. 
There are two possibilities: (a) For some n, {a E A; 1 pa 1 < n> is cofinal in A 
(recall that H is cofinal iff for all CL E H there exists a /3 E H, /I > a). Then there 
exists a bounded subnet {,us; /3 E B} with cl&j) +-f(sJ for all f E F but &g) + 
g(s,). This means that (A+, Xs) does not hold forg. Since (A+, 9’) * (A+, .&) 
we conclude that (A+, 9) does not hold for g. 
(b) There exists a sequence a,, E A such that I/ pm I/ > n whenever c1> LU, . 
Then {or, n E IV) is cofinal in A and (cL,~; n E N) is a subnet of {pa; 01 E A}. Thus, 
we have pan(f) --f(sJ for all fe F while pan(g) +g(sa), so that (A+, 9) does 
not hold for g. Q.E.D. 
Proof of (a) of Theorem 1.2. Let f0 EF satisfy f0 > 0. Since f0 is continuous, 
we have 
O<m,cf,,<M<co. 
Let {T,) be a net such that T,f =f f for all f E F. Then m /I r, /I = mT,(l) < 
Tafo *f,, > and we have 
iibi 11 T, ji < M/m. 
Hence, for a net such that T,f 3 f, .N = MB . Similarly, Y = Sp, , and the 
same results hold for functionals. This yields the additional implications neces- 
sary for Fig. 2. 
Part (c) of Theorem 1.2 foltows easily. 
We now turn our attention to the negative results in Figures l-3. These 
will be established by constructing appropriate counterexamples. 
(a) We show that 
(P-t, $> + (z+t % > u, PI (1.18) 
Let S = [0, 11, F = {l, cos 2vt, sin 2wt}, g(t) = t. Suppose T is any positive 
linear operator C(S) -+ C(S), such that Tf = f for all IE F. We prove that 
Tg =g. 
Let Tg(t) = h(t), t E [0, 11, and define for any 4 f C[O, l] 
w> = 9(t) - W(1) - dKo1 t* 
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Then, #(O) = #(I), so that by the trigonometric Korovkin theorem [14], 
T# = I& Hence, we have 
or, 
T+(t) - Ml) - NW 44 = W) - Ml) - WI t 
T+(t) = WI + Ml> - M-91 P(t) - tl. 
Since T 3 0, it follows that the coefficients of+( 1) and of+(O) have to be non- 
negative, i.e., that h(t) = t for 0 < t < 1. By continuity of Tg(t) = h(t), this 
extends to the endpoints, i.e., Tg = g. Hence, (-Y+, $) holds for g. 
Choose now ~(4) = [4(O) + 4( 1)]/2. Then pf = f (1) for all f E F, pg # g( 1). 
Hence (A+, $) does not hold for g. Noting that in the metric case (A*, $) 
is equivalent to (g+, Yj , U, p), we conclude that (1.18) is established. 
The space S in this counterexample is metric, and span F contains a positive 
function, so that the counterexample serves to establish (1.18) for Figures 1,2, 3 
simultaneously. 
(b) We next show that 
(A’, 29 + (A+, 9) (1.19) 
Let S = [0, 11, F = {ta, ta, t4}, g(t) 3 t. Let t.~ be any positive linear functional 
such that for some t, E [0, l] 
/.@) = t,i, i = 2, 3, 4. 
We then have p[t2(t - t,,)“] = 0, so that p is supported at (0, t,}, and neces- 
sarily p = w,, + /&, . Hence p(t) = t, , so that (A+, $) holds for g. 
Taking 
Pn = f%ln + vto 
we have pnf-+f(to) for all f EF, but pn(g) = 1 + to + t, =g(t,). Hence, 
(A+, ,Y) does not hold for g. 
The space S is metric, so that the counterexample serves for Figures 1 and 3, 
and in fact completes the proof of all relations in Fig. 3. 
Taking into account the equivalences of Fig. 3, we can now deduce that in the 
general C(S) case: 
(p+, %3, u, u> k (2p’, 9, % u) 
p+, YE, u, P) + p, 9, % P> 
p+, %I , P, P> + (2’9 ysp, $3 P> 
(1.20) 
@f+, $> + (s+, 9, % P) 
(c) Finally, we show that 
p+, -40, u, u) + c-f@, 8) 
(2’9 9, P, $4 * (A+> A* 
(1.21) 
(1.22) 
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We treat both cases together. The example is based on a particular case of a 
class considered by Kitto and Wulbert [13]. 
Let S consist of two disjoint copies of the ordinal space [0, wr], where wr is 
the first uncountable ordinal, with the order topology: [0, wr] x (1) and 
LO, 4 x W Let F = {f;f(wI , 1) =f(ul , 2)). Suppose {T,} is any sequence 
in 9, such that Tnfsf for all f cF for (1.21), or T%f(s)+f(s) for all feF, 
s E S for (1.22). 
We show that the statements on the left hand side are valid for the function 
g = %l,wllx~ll 
where x[~,+~~~ is the characteristic function of the set [0, wr] x (1) i.e., 
g(P, 9 = 1 p E [O, q], i = 1 
g(B, 9 = 0 otherwise. 
Let pz,$ = T*nv,,i , cz i = &g (a E [0, wr], i = {I, 2)). Starting with the point- 
wise convergence, we have to prove 
4.i -+ %,i for all 01 < wr , i= 1,2. (1.23) 
Passing to a subsequence, we may assume that c:,~ + c,,< E [0, co]. Let (Y < w1 , 
and observe that 
0 < T,(g - Xto,alxd (01, 1) = ct.1 - &(%LMII) - crx,l - 1 
(since Xto,alxI E F). Hence 
cm.1 z 1, 
On the other hand, 
for all a < w1 (1.24) 
Hence, c a,l < 1, which taken together with (1.24) implies that 
CcGl = 1 for 01 < wr . (1.25) 
Consider next cu,a . Let cy < wr and observe that 
0 d TnU - G,,a~xw - d (01, 2) = ,&(l - %,,u~xd - c:,z -+ 0 - cm.2 . 
Hence, 
cm,2 = 0 for a < wr (1.26) 
establishing (1.23) for 01 < w1 . 
409/W3-14 
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A suitable limiting procedure extends this to OL = wr , and we have (1.23) for 
all 01, establishing the pointwise convergence. 
We next establish the uniform convergence. If T,,g z~$g, then there exists an 
E > 0 and a subsequence {oh} C [0, wr) such that for i = 1 or for i = 2 
I T,.&, , i) - &, , ill 2 c, for all n. (1.27) 
Let 01= sup 01, and define the function fd, i = 1,2,3 by 
fl = kxMl) 3 fi = 2 - %B&~l) 9 fs = 1 - %o.dxIz) 
if 01 > or, for all n, and by 
if o! E {an}. Obviously fi E F, i = 1,2, 3, so that for the same l as before there 
exists an N such that for all n > N, 
II Tnfj -.h II < 6, i = 1, 2, 3. (1.28) 
Consider first i= 1. Letting n > N and using the positivity of T,, , we have 
0 < T,(g - fi) (an , 1) = Tngbn , 1) - Tnfi(s , 1) < Tng(~, , 1) - 1 + E 
= T&, 9 1) -g(s , 1) + E 
. 
i.e., 
&n 9 1) - T,gbn, 1) < E. (1.29) 
Similarly, we find 
0 < Tn(fi - g) (an > 1) = T,f&, , 1) - T&n , 1) -c 1 + c - Tn&n , 1) 
= E -t&n > 1) - Tng(~, , 1) 
yielding 
Tng(s , 1) - gb, , 1) < c. 
This inequality, taken together with (1.29) demonstrates that (1.27) is impos- 
sible for i = 1. 
Consider next i = 2, and let n >, N. A similar estimate yields 
0 < Tn(fs -d (am 5 2)<c--T,g(ol,,2)=~+g(ar,,2)--T,g(~,2). 
This shows that (1.27) is impossible for i = 2 as well, establishing the uniform 
convergence. Thus (-EP+, Sp, u, U) holds for g. 
On the other hand, choosing the functional & = [+(wi , 1) + d(wi ,2)]/2, 
we find that pf = f (q , 1) for all f E F, but pg # g(w, , l), so that (A+, f) 
does not hold for g. Q.E.D. 
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In this example span F contains a positive function. Hence, relations (1.21) 
complete the proof of Fig. 2. 
Taking into account the equivalences of Fig. 2, we conclude that in the general 
C(S) case: 
&Y+, *Y, u, u) k ( 2+, Jv) 
w+, % 7 u, 4 + w+, 9) (1.30) 
w+, 8 , u, P) + (A’, $1. 
These relations complete the proof of Fig. 1, and, ipso facto, of Theorems 1 .I 
and 1.2. 
REMARK 1.5. If the linear subspace F of C(S) contains 1, then another 
formulation is: G is the (.A+, j)-shad ow of F iff S is the relative Choquet 
boundary of F with respect to G. (This is due to Franchetti [7j, see also [24]). 
PROBLEM 1.6. Complete the charts in Figures 1 and 2. 
2. THE SHADOWS OF hF 
In investigating the shadows of a system F, one may encounter a situation 
where the given system bears a close relationship to a system whose shadows are 
known. For example, considering the shadows of (t, t2, t”} one observes that the 
system is closely related to the familiar system { 1, t, t2}. The relation between the 
shadows of such systems might then provide the desired information. 
These considerations motivate this section in which we investigate the rela- 
tionship between the shadows of hF and the shadows of F, where h is non- 
negative. 
Notation. (1) Given a function h E C(S), let I,(h) be the set of functions 
vanishing at all points where h vanishes, i.e., 
I,(h) = {g E C(S); [h(s) = 0 3 g(s) = O]$. (2.1) 
(2) The subset of I,(h) containing all functions g such that g/h is bounded 
on S, is denoted by 
I,,,(h) = {g EI~(~), there exists an M = M(g) such that I g 1 < MA}. 
The first theorem deals with (A+, $)-shadows. 
(2.4 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S, C(S) andF be as in Section 0, and let h be a nonnegative 
function of C(S). Let G, be the (A-, $)-shadow of F and Hf the (A+, f)- 
shadow of hF. Then, we have 
(4 hG, C Hy C I,(h) (2.3) 
(b) If G, = C(S) ( i.e., F is an (A@+, j)-Korovkin set for C(S)), then 
Hy = I.#) (2.4) 
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Proof. (a) We start with the left hand inclusion of (2.2). Let g E GY 
and let p E&+ satisfy 
P&f 1 = GJ f (%) for allf EF. (2.5) 
We have to prove that 
P(W = &o) &o) GW 
If h(s,,) > 0, define p(4) = p(h$)/h(s,,), for$ E C(S). By (2.5) we have p(f) = 
f (s,,) for all f EF. Since g E G, , we conclude that p(g) = g(s,), i.e. (2.5) is 
satisfied. 
If h(s,) = 0, choose sr such that h(s,) > 0 and define 
Then k(f) = f (sl) for all f E F and hence p(g) = g(s,), implying that p(hg) = 
0 = ho) &o). 
For the proof of the right hand inclusion, let s0 E S, g E C(S) be such that 
h(s,,) = 0, g(s,) # 0. Then TV = 2vs0 satisfies 
Pvif 1 = Wd f hl) = 0 = &O) f (%) for allf EF 
while p(g) = 2g(s,) f g(s,). Hence g $ Hy . 
Note that the positivity of h was not used for the last proof. 
(b) Note that K(S) is dense in Is(h), and that Hy , as an (A+, $)- 
shadow, is a closed subspace. Hence, appealing to (2.3), we conclude that all 
inclusions turn into equalities. Q.E.D. 
We next establish similar results for other shadows, and first recall the 
following familiar definition: 
DEFINITION 2.2. A set F C C(S) is called a strict Korovkin set if for each 
s,, E S there exists a function I,$~ E span F such that I,& = 0, &,(s) > 0 for all 
s # so. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let S, C(S), F and h be as above. Then the following relations 
are valid. 
(4 (9+, .A’-, p, p)-shadow of hC(S) C I,,,(h). (2.7a) 
If S is Jirst countable, then we have also 
(9+, Y, p, p)-shadow of hC(S) C I,,,(h). (2.7b) 
(b) If F is a strict Korovkin set, then 
(A!+, A”)-shadow of hF = I,,,(h). (2.8) 
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Remark. Note that (Mf, A’)-shadow = (L+, JV, p, p)-shadow always by 
Theorem 1.1. 
Proof. (a) Suppose g $1,,,(h). Then there exists a sequence {sn} C S such 
that 1 g(s&/h(s,) = pn -+ co. Let s,, be an accumulation point of {s,}, and let 
{V,} be a basis for the neighborhood system of s,, .Let u, be the Urysohn func- 
tion corresponding to V, , i.e. 
0 = %(4 < w%(s) < %(Scl) = 1, for all z E S\V, , s E S. 
Define the net of positive linear operators {TD} by 
where n(a) is chosen so that s,,(,) E V, . 
Observe that 
and 
for all s E S\V, 
Hence ?‘,(I$) -+ h+ for all 4 E C(S); on the other hand 
so that g does not belong to the (3+, M, p, p)-shadow of IX(S). The proof of 
(2.7b) is almost identical. 
(b) In view of (2.7a), we have to prove that each Z(X) ~I=,s(h) is in the 
(A+, JV) shadow of hF. Let plr be a net of positive linear functionals uch that 
Pa@f I--+ %) f M for allf EF. 
We prove that if ) Z(s)\ < MA(s) for all s, then 
(2.10) 
Pam + w- (2.11) 
Since F is a strict Korovkin system, it contains a strictly positive function (in 
fact, if sr # sa , &, + I+$~ is such a function); denote it by u(s). We may assume 
u(s) > 1. 
Distinguish now between two cases: 
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If h(s,) = 0, then I(s,) = 0. Applying the positive linear functionals pa to 
we have 
-Mu(s) h(s) < Z(s) G Mu(s) h(s) 
Both extremes tend to 0 in view of (2.10). Hence pa(l) --+ 0 = I($,). 
If h(s,) > 0, the function Z/hu is continuous at s,, so that for every E > 0 there 
exists a neighborhood V, of se in which 
or 
I 
44 4so) 
ho - Wo) 4~0) < Wo;u(s,) 
4s) h(s) 
‘(‘) - ‘(“) u(so) h(s,) 
44 44 
< u(so) h(s,) * 
(2.12) 
Let I,$ E F be as in Definition 2.2 and let m, = min(#(s); sE S\V,}. Then, for 
s E s\v, 
I 
qs) _ Qo) w h(s) 
h(so) 4so) 
< MW + M II u II h(s) < M’W A&) 
where M’ = [(l + /I u 11) Ml/m<. Combining this with (2.12), we have 
z(s) _ @o) 4s) h(s) 
Wo) 4~0) -=c ’ ~(~01 Wo) 
‘(‘) h(s) + M’h(s) I&(S) for all s E S. (2.13) 
Applying pa to both sides we have 
h(‘) - h(sy$(so) ,uJhu) / < dhu) , ’ u(so) h(so) + M’dh&,)* 
‘Making use of (2.10), we conclude that p=(hQ -+ 0 and pa(hu) + u(so) h(s,), SO
that 
PaV) -+ @o)* Q.E.D. 
Applying these results to the special case mentioned at the beginning of the 
section, we have 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let s = [0, 11. Then 
(a) The (d+, $) shadow of (t, t2, t3} is the set of all functions vanishing at 0. 
(b) The (A+, N) shadow of {t, t2, t3> is the set of all functions Z such that 
I z(t)1 < J&t on LO, 11. 
The natural extension would consist of relaxing the condition on h. We leave 
this as an open problem: 
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PROBLEM 2.5. What can be said about the shadow of hF when h has sign 
changes ? 
Henceforward we discuss only the (A+, $) shadow, so that “the shadow” is to 
be interpreted as “the (.M+, $) shadow”. 
3. SUBSPACES OF C(S) WHICH CAST NO SHADOW 
In examining shadows one discerns two extreme cases: (a) The case where the 
shadow of F is the whole space C(S). Then F is a Korovin set (K-set). (b) The 
case where the shadow of F is only span F, i.e., no shadow is cast. 
Whereas (a) has been extensively explored, (b) has received no attention in the 
literature. We propose to show in this section that in several nontrivial casesF 
casts no shadow. Clearly, we may assume that F is a subspace throughout this 
section. 
We observe that the subspaces which cast no shadow are themselves shadows. 
Hence they are characterized by a system of conditions of the form 
df > = %(f)> CXEA 
where vn. is an evaluation functional and poI is a positive functional. 
Denote the set of such measures by A?“+, and the annihilator of a measure An 
by (&JL . Thus F = n, (h,)l for CI E A. 
LEMMA 3.1. The condition uf (sl) + bf (sz) + cf(s& = 0 is equivalent to a 
condition of the form h(f) = 0, h E ..&+. 
Proof. If a = b = c = 0 the condition is void, and can be considered as 
formally equivalent to h(f) = 0 where A = vs - v,? = 0. 
Otherwise, we may assume a > b 3 c, a = 1, bc 3 0. If c > 0, we can write 
the condition as (pQ1 - v,,) (f) = 0 where psi = 2vs1 + 6vs2 + cvQQ . If c < 0, 
we can write it as (&, - v,,) (f) = 0, where j&, = (-b) vs2 + (-c) vs3 . 
LEMMA 3.2. Let {So; /3 E B} be a net in S. Then the condition 
f (4 -f (so) 
is equivalent o a condition of the form 
fen (~~~,, AE.M;-. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Proof. We observe that f(s& -+f(s,,) iff for every subnet {s,,; y E E} of 
{so; /3 E B} and every Banach limit on m(E) (the Hahn-Banach extension of the 
limit functional), we have A(f (s,)) = f (so), for all y. We need add only that 
pYf = A (f(sV)) is obviosuly a positive linear functional on C(S). 
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We are now ready to state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.3. The following classes of subspaces of C(S) cast no shadow: 
(i) All subspaces of dimension 62. 
(ii) All Grothendieck subspaces, i.e. the subspaces characterized by 
{f E C(S); f(v) = c,f (sz9, a E 4 (3.3) 
where {sla}, {sga> are nets in S. 
(iii) The subspaces of the form C,(S, So) = {f E C(S); f (s) = 0 fw all s E S,,} 
where S, C S. 
(iv) Closed subalgebras. 
(v) Subspaces admitting a positiwe projection and, in particular, subspaces 
containing 1 and admitting a norm-l projection. 
(vi) Subspaces consisting of all functions that are continuous with respect 
to some weaker topology. 
(vii) When S is a convex set in a linear space, the subspace A(S) of ajke 
functions in C(S). 
(viii) Intersections ofs&paces from the classes (Q-o-(i). 
Proof. (i) If dimF = 0 then F = {0} = n((~, - O),; s E S}. If dimF = 1 
then F = span(f) where f + 0. Fix a point s, with f(sJ # 0, and observe that 
span{f> = ,n, /g; l?(s) = f%f (41 = ,?, (Q -fE %jLS 
If dimF = 2 then F = span(f, g) where f and g are linearly independent. Fix 
s, , s2 such that f (sr) g(sa) -f (sa) g(s,) # 0. Observe that 
and note that by Lemma 3.1, the condition in the brackets is equivalent to 
/\,(f) = 0, where A, E .A$+. Hence, span{f, g} = nsoS (AJl completing the 
proof of (i). 
(ii) This is an immediate corollary of Lemma 3.1. 
(iii) This is a consequence of the observation that C,,(S, S,) = nsEs, (~~1~. 
(iv) This is a particular case of (ii), by a well known corollary of the 
Stone-Weierstrass theorem. 
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(v) If P is a positive projection, then 
PC(S) = n {fi (pf) (4 =fw 
scs 
= 2 (ps - 4, 9 where df> = PfN. 
(vi) This is an immediate corollary of Lemma 3.2. 
(vii) We note that A(S) may be written as 
4s) = n tf;fh + (1 - 4 4 = af(4 + (1 - 4f(d 
Sl.S@ 
w30.1) 
and by Lemma 3.1, the condition in the brackets can be written as h,(f) = 0, 
where A, E A?“+, /i = /3(sr, s2 , a). Hence A(S) = n, (A,J1 . 
= (viii) This is self-evident. 
COROLLARY 3.4. (a) Evuy Banach space E is isometric to a shadow. 
(b) Every separable Bamzch space is isometric to a shadow in C[O, I]. 
Proof. Consider the canonical embedding of E in C(B*), where B* is the 
unit ball of E* in its weak*-topology. In this embedding E = A,(B*) = 
Mf E 4B*hfP) = 01, so that we may use (vii) of the previous theorem. 
(b) In this case B* is metrizable. Hence C(B*) is a closed subalgebra in its 
natural embedding in C(d), where A is the Cantor set. The class C(d) admits a 
positive projection in its canonical embedding in C[O, I] (by linear interpolation). 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let C(S) be non-trivial. Then, for each n, there exists an 
n-dimensional shadow in C(S). 
Proof. Choose n distinct points sr ,..., s, and functions fi ,..., fn E C(S) such 
that 
fi(sj) = sij 5 i,j= 1 ,**‘I n, 
tlfi = ly 0 <fi < 1, i = l,..., n. 
Then the n dimensional subspace spanned by (fi ,..., fJ admits a norm-l 
projection, and by (v) of the previous theorem it is a shadow. 
4. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF REGULAR SHADOWS 
Corollary 3.4 demonstrates that there can be no intrinsic characterization of 
shadows, unless we impose some extra conditions. This we propose to do in 
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this section. We introduce the concept of a regular shadow and characterize 
Banach spaces isometric to such shadows. 
DEFINITION 4.1. (a) A shadow containing the function 1 will be called a 
regular shadow. 
(b) A Korovkin subspace containing the function 1 will be called a 
regular K-subspace. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let E be a Banach space. Then the following statements are 
equivalent : 
(i) E is linearly isometric to a space A(T) of all afine continuous functions 
on some compact convex set T in a locally convex space, with the supremum norm. 
(ii) E is linearly isometric to a regular shadow F in some C(S), where S 
is a compact Hausdofl space. 
(iii) E is linearly isometric to a regular subspace H (i.e., a subs-ace containing 
l), in some C(S), where S is a compact Hausdorff space. 
(iv) The unit ball B* of the dual space E* has a face Q such that 
B* = conv[Q u (-Q)] (4.1) 
where conv A denotes the convex hull of A. 
Proof. The implication (i) z- (ii) follows directly from part (vii) of Theorem 
3.3. 
The implication (ii) * (iii) is trivial. 
We now prove that (iii) * (iv). We may assume that E = H of (iii). Define 
the set Q by Q = (4 E B*; $(l) = I}. Then Q is a w*-compact face of B*. Let p 
be the restriction map from the unit ball 22 of [C(S)]* to B*. Note that p is onto 
by the Hahn-Banach theorem. 
If #J E ext B* (the set of extreme points of B*) then p-l4 is an extreme point 
of Z. However, we know that 
ext Z = { fv,; s E S} 
so that p-l+ = -&v, , and therefore 4(l) = &tys(l) = &l. By the definition of Q 
it follows that 4 E Q u (-Q). S ince q3 was an arbitrary point of ext B* we con- 
clude that 
ext B* C Q u (-Q). 
Invoking the Krein-Milman theorem, we have 
B* = EZiP*(ext B*) = Gii+*[Q u (-Q)] = conv[Q u (-&)I, 
establishing (4.1). 
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The last step is to prove that (iv) * (i). Let T = Q with its w*-topology, and 
associate with each x E E the function C? defined by g(q) = q(x), for all q E Q. 
Obviously $ is continuous and affine. Furthermore, x + 9 is linear, and 
ll~ll=~~p~l~~~)l;~~Q~=~~~~/~~~~~;~~Q~~-Q2)~ 
= SUPI/ #4l; 4 6 con48 u (-Q)l> 
so that by (4.1) 
II41 = sup{ld(+4l;$ E B*l = I/x// . 
Hence, x + $ is an isometry from E into A(T). We have yet to show that the 
mapping is onto. 
Suppose f is an arbitrary function of A( 7’) = A(Q). We extend it to an affine 
function f^ on B* (using (4.1)) by setting 
P bp +- (1 - 4 c--4)1 = of(~) - (1 - 4f(4), 01 E~0, 11, P, q ~52. (4.2) 
We show that (4.2) is well defined on Q u (-Q). Indeed, suppose 
aP + (1 - a) (--4) = FP’ + (1 - 8) (--4’). (4.3) 
Noting that each 4 E Q satisfies $(1) = 1, we conclude that 201 - 1 = 2/3 - 1, 
or, 01 = /3. Substituting into (4.3) we find that 
ap + (1 - CC!) q’= alp + (1 - a) q. 
These are points of Q, andf is linear there, so that 
d(P) + (1 - df(P’) = aff(P’) -t (1 - “)fk) 
or, 
of(P) - (1 - (“)f(q) = af(P’) - (1 - 4fW 
Furthermore, 
m =P(&P - 9P) = iif - -if(P) = 0. 
Extend now f to a linear functional on E* (by homogeneity) which is then 
w*-continuous. Thenf^ = 2 for some x E E, and since f was an arbitrary element 
of A(T) we have demonstrated that x + 9 is onto. Q.E.D. 
The ideas in this section enable us to prove simply the following character- 
izations of A(T) spaces, which were obtained by various authors using more 
intricate methods. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let E be a Banach space: then the following statements are 
equivalent o (i)-(iv) of Theorem 4.2: 
(v) The unit ball B of E contains a point e such that every 2-dimensional 
subspace of E containing e intersects B in a parallelogram one of whose vertices is e. 
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(vi) There exist a proper convex cone KC E and a point e E B such that 
B=(e-K)n(-e+K). 
(vii) E is a partially ordered normed space with a point e such that 
IjxII < 1 o-e<x<e. 
Proof. We start by proving the equivalence of (iii) of Theorem 4.2 and (v) 
of our Theorem. For the implication (iii) j (v) choose e = 1 and note that if 
f E C(S) is not a constant, then span{ 1, f } is isometric to Z,,,2. For the converse 
implication, let S = {+ E B*; 4(e) = l} endowed with its w*-topology. The 
natural embedding of E in C(S) is an isometry. If 11 x 11 = 1, then one of the 
segments [x, e], [x, -e] lies on the unit sphere. Extend it to the supporting hy- 
perplane -$-l(l) in the first case, and #-l( -1) in the second. Then v E S 
and &(#) = 1. 
We next prove that (v) of Theorem 4.3 and (vi) of Theorem 4.3 are equivalent. 
Starting with (v), we choose K such that e - K is the cone with vertex e 
generated by all the segments [e, x] lying on the unit sphere. Conversely, assum- 
ing (vi), let /I x 11 = 1. Then [e, x] is either on the boundary of e - K, or on the 
boundary of -e + K. In both cases it is on the unit sphere. 
The equivalence of (vi) and (vii) is immediate. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The equivalence Th. 4.2(i) e Th. 4.2(iii) e Th. 4.3(vii) are 
found in Lacey [15]. The equivalence Th. 4.2(i) o Th. 4.3(v) is due to Taylor 
WI* 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Every Banach space E is isomorphic to a regular shadow. 
Proof. We embed E in a C(S) space. Let foE E, 11 f. I/ = 1 be arbitrary. 
We show that it can be interchanged with 1 by an autoisomorphism (in fact, 
with norm <5). 
Assume, without loss of generality, that -1 < m = min f. < max f. = 1. 
Since span{l, fo} is isometric to 1, , 2 it admits a norm-l projection P in C(S). 
Define the autoisomorphism 4 by b(f) = (I - P) f + #P(f ), where #(a + pfO) 
= p + of0 . Since II+ 11 = 2 + m, it easily follows that II+ II < 5. 
Remark. In view of the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in Theorem 4.2 this 
corollary is equivalent to a theorem of Behrends [2]. 
The next result is a simple corollary of Theorem 3.3(iv). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let I$: S + T be a continuous map of the compact Hausdorff 
space S onto the compact Hausdorff space T, and let 4”: C(T) + C(S) be the 
canonical embedding de$ned by (+Of) (s) = f [4(s)]. Let F be a subset of C(T). Then, 
we have 
shadow(+OF) = q%O(shadow F). 
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We close this section with two results about special types of regular shadows: 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let F C C(S). The shadow of (f i; f E F, i = 0, 1, 2) is the 
set of all g E C(S) which are constant on each constancy set of F. 
Proof. Suppose JLL > 0 satisfies, for some s, E S 
s f W 444 = f %J, for allf EF, i = 0, 1,2. (4.4) 
Using this equality for i = 0 we conclude that p is a probability measure. Using 
relation (4.4) again we conclude that Schwartz’s inequality 
f ‘(so) = ( j f (s) C(s))” G Jf Ys) dcc(s) == f”(so) 
turns into an equality, for all f E F. Hence, each f E F is constant almost every- 
where with respect to p. Thus, TV is supported at a constancy set A of F. The set 
A must contain sO, and we easily conclude that sg(s) C&(S) = g(s,), for each g 
that is constant on A. Since this has to hold for each constancy set, the proof is 
complete. 
Similar considerations yield. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let (~l~}z=~ be a sequence of positive numbers, and let 
F = {fn},“L1 be a sequence offunctions of C(S). Assuming that zz=_, oz,fa2 converges, 
we have: 
shadow(Fu jl,~~~.f~‘i)={g~C(S);g is constant on each constancy set of F). 
Propositions 4.6 and 4.7 generalize results of Franchetti [S], Freud [9] and 
Grossman [lo]. 
5. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF KOROVKIN SUBSPACES 
Following the discussion in the last chapter of the characterization f regular 
Korovkin shadows, we obtain an intrinsic haracterization of Korovkin sub- 
spaces. It is illuminating (and somewhat surprising) to find that the two charac- 
terizations are quite similar. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let E be a Banach space. The following statements are equiv- 
alent: 
(i) E is linearly isometric to a space A(K) of ajine continuous functions on a 
compact convex set K in a locally convex space, with ext K closed in K. 
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(ii) E is linearly isometric to a regular Korovkin subspace F in some C(S), 
where S is a compact Hausdorf space. 
(iii) The unit ball B* of the dual space E* has a face Q such that ext Q is 
w*-closed and B* = conv[Q u (-&)I. 
Moreover, K of (i) and Q of (“‘) 111are afinely homeomorphic and S of (ii) is 
homeomorphic to ext Q. 
Proof. We start by proving that (i) + (ii). We may assume that E = A(K). 
Let now S = ext K. 
If f E A(K) we let J be its restriction to S. Clearly, f~ C(S). The set of 
restrictions F 
F = (1~ C(S);fc A(K)} 
contains 1. We proceed to show that F is a Korovkin subspace. Let s,, E S be 
arbitrarily fixed, and let p > 0 be a positive linear functional on C(S) such that 
P(J) =Ph> =f (%I)7 for alljE F. (5.1) 
Since F contains 1, it follows that p corresponds to a probability measure on S. 
Let y E K be the barycenter of p (which exists by compactness and convexity 
of K), i.e. 
P(f) =f(rh for all f E A(K). (5.2) 
Since A(K) trivially separates K, (4.1) and (4.2) imply that y = s, . Since 
s, E ext K = S, it follows that y E S so that f( y) = J( y), and (4.2) implies that 
P <J> =f(sJ for all j E C(S). 
so that F is indeed a K-set. 
We next prove that (ii) => (iii). We may assume E = F. Let u: S --+ B* be the 
canonical mapping, i.e., (US) (x) = x(s). This is a homeomorphism of S onto 
ext Q, where Q = {$ E B*, d(l) = 1) as in Section 4. 
Indeed, ext Q C o(S) as in Theorem 4.2. If ext Q # o(S), then there exists 
s E S, 01 E (0, l), and p, p E Q such that u(s) = tip + (1 - a) q. We extend now 
p, q to probability measures A, p on S, satisfying orb + (1 - a) p = vg on F. Since 
this contradicts the Korovkin property for F, we conclude that u(S) = ext Q. 
Thus, ext Q is w*-closed. The proof that B* = conv[Q U (-Q)] is identical 
to the corresponding proof in Theorem 4.2. 
The proof that (iii) 3 (i) is essentially identical to the corresponding proof in 
Theorem 4.2. 
Since A(K) determines K (up to &ne homeomorphism) it follows that K and 
Q determine each other and S uniquely. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If p is a u-Jinite measure with an atom, then L,(p) is iso- 
metric to a Korovkin subspace. 
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Proof. It is easily checked that the set of extreme points of the unit ball of 
JL(P) = LwI* is w*-closed. If A, is an atom for II, define xs = &l,)-1 XAO. 
Then 
satisfies the conditions of statement (iii) of Theorem 5.1. 
Recalling that where K is a simplex, ext K is closed if and only if A(K) is a 
lattice (see [l]), we now pose the following question. 
PROBLEM 5.3. Does there exist an order-norm characterization f the spaces 
A(K), where K is a compact convex set with ext K closed ? 
In general, a Korovkin subspace may not contain the function 1, but it has to 
contain a positive function. This can be deduced from the (.M+, $)-condition 
and the Hahn-Banach theorem (see [5]). Th is motivates the following definition: 
DEFINITION 5.4. A subspace of C(S) is called quasiregular if it contains a 
positive function. 
LEMMA 5.5. A Batzach space E is linearly isometric to a quasiregular sub- 
space in some C(S), where S is a compact Hausdorff space, ;f and only if there 
exists an x0 E E such that 
ext B* C Qso u (-Q,) (5.3) 
where Qz, = U E B*; 9(x,,) 2 11. 
Proof. Assume E = F is quasiregular,. and let 0 < p E E. Set x0 = p/(min p). 
Let p be the restriction map from the unit ball Z of [C(S)]* to B*. If $ E ext B* 
then (as in Theorem 4.2) p-l+ = &v, for some s E S. Hence, 
or 
I +(P)l = 1 P(s)1 3 minP 
i.e., + EQ~, u (-QzO). 
Conversely, assuming (5.3)) we associate with each x E E the functional i, 
4(q) = q(x) defined on Q. 
We then have, using (5.3), 
11 x 11 = maxi\ (b(x)/; (bE B*} = max{l (b(x); (b E ext B*} 
= maxi1 %dl, Q E Q>, 
implying that x -+ 4 is a linear isometry of E into C(Q); the image contains the 
function 4 which is >,l on Q, i.e., it is quasiregular. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 5.6. The following classes of Banach spaces are not isometric to a 
Korovkin subspace: 
(a) Any Banach space E for which 0 is in the w*-closure of the extreme 
points of B*. 
(b) C,,(T) spaces, where T is locally compact, but not compact. 
(c) L,(p) spaces where ~1 is an atomless u-jinite measure. 
(d) Smooth spaces of dimension at least 2. 
Proof, (a) and (c) follow immediately from Lemma 5.5. (b) is a special case 
of (a). We set to prove (d). Let x0 E E be as in Lemma 5.5. Take $J E E* such 
that j] 4 11 = 1, $(x0) = 0. Applying the Bishop-Phelps theorem (see [3]) we 
obtain a function 4 E E* and x E E such that I/$ (1 = #(x) = jj x [[ = 1 and 
!1#--+11<1. Wenowhave 
so that C 4 !&, u (-QTo). BY L emma 5.5 it follows that J, $ ext B*. Thus, there 
exist an LY. E (0, l), and (5r ,+.a E B*, +r # 4s , for which $ = a#1 + (1 - a) & . 
This implies &(x) = &(x) = 1, contradicting the assumption of smoothness 
of E. 
THEOREM 5.6. The following statements are equivalent for a Banach space E: 
(i) E is isometric to a Korovkin subspace of some C(S). 
(ii) For some x,, E E there exists a we-closed @ C{$ E B*; 4(x,,) 2 I} satis- 
fying : 
(a) Q, is a boundary of E (i.e., 11 x 11 = sup{1 #(x)1; $ E@), for all x E E). 
(b) The radial projection 7 of @ onto (4; 4(x,,) = l> is a one-to-one mapping 
of @ onto ext c%ii+* 4. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii). We may assume that EC C(S) is a Korovkin subspace. 
Let x,, E E be a positive function. Consider now the isomorphism TX = X/X,, 
from E onto another Korovkin subspace, F. Let Q C F* be as in (iii) of Theorem 
5.1. Considering the elements of E* as members of F*, we see that now 4 E Q o 
{#(x0) = 1, f$ 2 O]. Let @ = o(S), where u is the canonical mapping. For 
+ E @, the radial projection 74 =$/+(x0) is in Q. Furthermore, T@ is w*-com- 
pact, hence it contains ext cOnVW* 4. However, 70 is the canonical embedding 
corresponding to F, so that 7 is in fact a homeomorphism of @ onto ext Q and 
Q =ZiiV 4. 
(ii) * (i). Let S = Q, in its w*-topology and let u: E + C(S) be the cano- 
nical embedding. Let TX = X/X,, , F = TE as above. The conditions (ii) show 
that TU carries S homeomorphically onto ext con+‘* 4 C Q. If (b E ext Q we 
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have 4 E TU(S) = T@ as above. By Theorem 5.1 it follows now that F is a 
Korovkin subspace, and therefore E is a Korovkin subspace as well. 
EXAMPLES. (1) The simplest example of a regular Korovkin subspace is 
F = span{ 1, cos X, sin x} in CIO, 27r]. A straightforward computation shows that 
F is linearly isometric to E = (R @ Zz2) (i.e. ;I ol + /3 cos x + y sin x 1: = 
1 01 1 + m). The dual E* is (R @ Z22), , and the unit ball B” is the 
“tomato can ” (Fig. 5.1). 
(2) Set 
Q = conv[{x2 + y2 = 1, z = 0} U ((1, 0, 1)) U {fl, 0, -l)}] 
(see Fig. 5.2). Here extQ is not closed, but A(Q) is regular. By Theorem 5.1, 
A(Q) is not linearly isometric to a regular Korovkin subspace. However, by 
Theorem 4.2, A(Q) is linearly isometric to a regular shadow. 
FIG. 5.1 FIG. 5.2 
6. SHADOWS OF FINITE SUBSETS IN C(S) 
The power and novelty of Korovkin’s ideas is naturally best apparent when 
the test system is finite. Finite K-sets and their characterizations have therefore 
attracted much attention (see e.g. [14], [9], [20] and part of [5]). In this section 
we devote our attention to shadows of finite subsets. We will prove a general 
characterization theorem, and then examine in detail the structure of shadows 
of triplets which fail to be Tchebycheff systems. In particular, we obtain complete 
results for the codimension of the shadow of {fr ,.fs ,fs}, when span {fr , f2 , f3) 
is quasiregular. 
Notation. Let {f. ,..., fn} be a finite set. We denote the span of this set by 
[fo 7~.-,fnl- 
409/62/3-1 s 
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We start with the adaptation to shadows of Sagkin’s [20] useful characteriza. 
tion of finite K-systems. 
THEOREM 6.1. Letf, ,..., fnb e in C(S). Then f. is in the shadow of {fi ,..., f ,j 
;f and only if the following statement is valid for all m: 
whenever s, ,..., s, E S and 4 ,..., ol, > 0 are such that 
f&J = f %f&), i = l,..., m (6.1; 
j=l 
then the equality holds also for i = 0. 
Moreover, it sufices that the statement hold fm m < n + 2, and in the speciai 
case where S has at most n + 1 components even m = n -+ 1 would s@ce. 
Proof. The necessity is obvious, since the statement can be represented as 
fll E A,, where h = cj”=l ~ljv,~ - v, belongs to .M,,+ n [fi ,..., f& . 
We now prove sufficiency. A&me the statement holds for all m, and let 
p 3 0 and s,, be such that 
Pm =fi(%), i=l m. ,-**, (6.2; 
Consider the canonical embedding u of S in [fO ,..., f J* defined by (us) (fi) = 
fi(s), i = O,..., n. 0 is a continuous function from S to vb ,..., fn]*, so that OS 
is compact. Since [fO ,..., fn]* is finite dimensional, conv(aS) is also compact. 
Define p = TV 0 u-‘/l1 TV 11 .Th is is a probability measure on US and is therefore 
represented by some point y,, E conv(uS). Hence, there exist s, ,..., s E S and 
or, ..., or, > 0 with Cy=, CQ = 1 such that 
El a54s5> = Yo l (6.3) 
Note that by Caratheodory’s theorem, we can have (6.3) with m < n + 2, and 
if S has at most n + 1 components, m < n + 1. 
Using (6.3), we have 
P(36) =h(ro) = j; ~5f&5>, for i = 0, l,..., n
wheref^i is the canonical image of fi in [f. ,..., f J**, defined byfli(y) = y(ft) if 
y E [fo ,-**> f,J*. Using now (6.2), we have 
fi($) = !-4fa) = II p II P(L) = Jz II p II 9ft(s~)~ i=l n. ,***, 
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Since the statement is assumed valid, we conclude that 
PROBLEM 6.2. Is it sufficient o assume the statement for m -< N, where 
N is smaller than n + 2 ? 
We now turn to the study of the smallest subspaces that cast shadows, namel! 
the spans of triplets {fi , f2 , f3}. 
It is classical (cf. [14]) that the following statements are equivalent for 
F = {fi >fi ,fd C Ch 4 
(i) F is a Korovkin system 
(ii) F is a strict Korovkin system 
(iii) F is a Tchebycheff system (i.e. the determinant of /I fi(sj)!i~,i=l does not 
vanish for distinct sj’s). 
(iv) {fi , fi , f3} is a 3-dimensional Tchebycheff subspace (i.e., each 
f E [fi , f2 , fJ\{O} has at most two distinct zeros in [a, b]. 
The following theorem deals with a relaxation of the conditions in (iv). 
THEOREM 6.3. If [fi ,fi ,fal c c(s) contains a function f # 0 possessing m
distinct roots in S, then the codimension of F in C(S) is at least m - 2. 
Proof. With no loss of generality we may assume that f3(sp.) = 0, i = l,..., m.
Then, the canonical image (usi ,..., US,& lies in the plane xs = 0 in R3 = 
[fi , fi , f3]*. Note that for any 3 points in the plane, either one of them lies in 
the convex cone, with vertex 0, generated by the other two, or 0 lies in the 
convex hull of the three points. Keeping us1 and osa fixed and varying all the 
rest, we obtain in this way m - 2 linearly independent relations of the form 
C: c+usij = 0, x:“, 101~ 1> 0 which are equivalent to a linearly independent set of 
m - 2 annihilating measures of the form I”, oljztSf, = 0. Q.E.D. 
3 
Remark 6.4. No similar bound in the opposite direction exists even for 
C[a, b] (except for m = 2, of course). This is evident from the next example. 
Let F = {I, t sin t, t cos t} in C[O, 27r] (which is distinct from C,,- the space of 
periodic functions). 
It is clear that no element of F can have more than 3 zeros; hence, for all 
f, m <3. 
On the other hand, consider the canonical image of [0,27rJ in R, = (span F)*. 
This is a planar spiral in the plane x1 = 1. There are infinitely many lines 
intersecting the graph at three points, and each such line yields an annihilating 
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measure. Explicitly, we have the infinite family of linearly independent anni- 
hilating measures given by 
r+t t 
7r + 2t vt+-------- ~ + 2t n+t vo * O<t<rr. 
Thus, the shadow of F has infinite codimension in C[O, 2~1, despite the fact that 
m < 3. 
Remark 6.5. The geometric argument used here is not valid for higher 
dimensions, but this is not surprising, since a Korovkin system of n elements, 
n > 3, does not have to be a Tchebycheff system. 
For the special case of a quasiregular set {fr , fi , f3} in C[a, b], the information 
is much more extensive. 
THEOREM 6.6. If [fi , fi , fJ C C[a, b] contains a positive function, then the 
codimension of its shadow in C[a, b] is 0, 1 or co. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a positive function. With no loss of generality 
we may assume that fi > 0. Consider the canonical image of u[a, b] and its 
radial projection pu[a, b] on the plane x1 = 1, (i.e. (&a, b], o[a, b], 0) are on one 
line and pu[a, b] is on the plane x1 = 1). 
There are three possibilities: 
(i) pa(t) is one to one (i.e., pu[a, b] is a simple Jordan curve) and pu[a, b] 
is convex (i.e., no line intersects it at more than 2 points). This is equivalent to F 
being a K-system. 
(ii) pu[a, b] is a convex, simple closed Jordan curve (i.e., pu(a) = pa(b) is 
the only point covered twice). Then V, - r+, is the only measure in 
[fi 9 fi Y f31’ n 4’3 so that the shadow has codimension 1. This is for example 
the case F = (1, cos t, sin t} in CIO, 21~1, w h ere u[O, 27r-j is the circle, and thus 
the shadow consists of all functions such that f (0) = f [2rr], i.e., all periodic 
functions. 
(iii) There exists a line that contains 3 points pu(si). Then by continuity, 
there are infinitely many lines with this property and each line corresponds to an 
annihilating measure. This is exemplified by (1, t cos t, t sin t) of Remark 6.4. 
Remark 6.7. For each n > 0 there exist shadows with codimension n. 
Indeed, this follows from Theorem 2.1 by taking h with n zeros in [a, b] (e.g., 
the shadow of (t - 6) (t - g), (t - Q) (t - $) t, (t - 9) (t - Q) t2 in CIO, I], has 
codimension 2). Note that in this case u[a, b] passes through the origin. 
7. MINIMAL KOROVKIN SETS AND SUBSPACES 
It is well known (cf. [23]) that there exists an infmite dimensional K-subspace 
such that no finite dimensional subspace thereof is a K-subspace for C(S). 
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Indeed, the subspace of all piecewise linear functions in C[O, l] is such a sub- 
space. 
This raises the question whether a similar situation prevails where the given 
K-subspace is finite dimensional. We will show in this section that the answer 
is in the affirmative. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let S be given. The minimal cardinality of a Korovkin 
set for C(S) is called the Korovkin-cardinality (K-cardinality) ofS, and denoted 
by 49 
We note that if S is a metric space, k(S) is a topological invariant of S ([5]). 
We observe also that if k(S) < K, , then S is metrizable, and that for a metric 
space k(S) can be determined in terms of the minimal dimension of the sphere 
into which S can be topologically embedded ([5]). 
We now introduce two new concepts. 
DEFINITION 7.2. LetF be a Korovkin set for C(S). If no proper subset of F 
is a K-set for C(S) then F is called a minimal K-set. 
DEFINITION 7.3. LetP be a K-subspace for C(S). If no proper subspace of i;i 
is a K-subspace for C(S) then F is called a minimal K-subspace. 
The following theorem demonstrates that the concepts are distinct. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let F be a K-set for C(S). If span F is a minimal K-subspace 
then F is a minimal K-set. On the other hand, there exists a minimal K-set F such that 
span F as not a minimal K-subspace. 
Proof. The first part of the theorem is obvious. For the second part, consider 
CIO, 27r] and F = (1, t, cos t, sin t}. The set F is a minimal K-set for CIO, 2771. 
Indeed, any subset of two functions does not cast any shadow (Theorem 3.3). 
Checking 3-function subsets, we easily observe that none of the triplets is a 
Tchebycheff system (T-system) on [0,2m] ({l, cos t, sin t} is a T-system on the 
circle but not on [0,27;1). I nvoking Korovkin’s theorem [14], we conclude that 
these are not K-sets. 
On the other hand, span F is not a minimal K-subspace, since span [l, cos t, 
t - sin t] is a K-subspace. This is a corollary of the fact that (1, cos t, t - sin t) 
is a strict K-set, as we will presently show, by constructing for each t, E [0, 27;1 
a function i&,(t) such that &,(t) > 0 for all t, with equality only if t = t, . The 
functions are given by: &,(t) = t - sin t, &,,(t) = 4~ ~- (1 --- cos t) - 
2(t - sin t), while for t, E (0, 2~) we define &,(t) = (cos t - cos to) (1 -- cos to) 
+ (sin fo) [t - sin t - (to -sin to)]. It is a matter of simple computation to verify 
that &,(t) satisfies the required conditions. Q.E.D. 
The last theorem shows that the concept of a minimal subspacc is more 
restrictive. We now prove: 
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THEOREM 7.5. The subspace [l, ti, cos t, sin t] is a minimal K-subspace for 
qo, 27r]. 
COROLLARY 7.6. There exists a minimal K-subspace in C[O, 2~1 whose 
cardinality is large than the K-cardinality of [0, 2~1. 
Proof. (a) We note first that {I, ti, cos t, sin t} is a K-system for C[O, 27;1. 
This can be proved in two ways, both of which are instructive: 
(1) Let f be an arbitrary function of CIO, 2rr-j and consider I$ defined by 
9(t) = f (t) - [f(274 - f(O)] d/ dG. 
Then #(O) = #(2rr) = f (0), so that #J E C,, and therefore by Korovkin’s trigo- 
nometric theorem [14], # belongs to the shadow of (1, cos t, sin t}; this implies 
that f belongs to the shadow of (1, l/t, cos t, sin t}. 
(2) We make use of the observation that a T-system on [a, b] is a strict 
K-system on this interval (this follows from a theorem of Krein on the zeros 
of T-systems (cf. [5]). Hence it suffices to show that our set is a T-system on 
[0,27~]. A close scrutiny easily confirms that no line a + b ~9 can intersect 
cos(t + a) (a-arbitrarily chosen) at more than three points, i.e., no linear 
combination of the form a + b l/t + c cos t + d sin t vanishes more than 3 
times. This is equivalent to the statement that the set is a T-system. 
We now proceed to show that no proper subspace of [l, tif, cos t, sin t] is a 
K-subspace. Two dimensional subspaces cannot be K-subspaces, and a 3-di- 
mensional subspace can be a K-subspace if and only if it is a T-subspace [14]. 
Hence, it suffices to show that there exists no 3 dimensional T-subspace. 
We have to check the following possibilities (where A can take any value). 
(a) [cos t + A sin t, z/c l] 
(b) [cos t + A z/E sin t, l] 
(c) [cos t + A, sin t, &] 
(d) [cos t, sin t + A d/t, l] 
(e) [cos t, sin t + A, d/t] 
(f) [cos t, 1 + A tic sin t] 
(g) [sin t, z/t, 11. 
In each case, we have to exhibit a function in the span with three zeros. 
Cases b, c, g, f are taken care of easily, by noting that sin t has three zeros in 
[O, 274 
(a) [cos t + A sin t, Vi, 11. 
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If A # 0, consider cos t + A sin E - 1 =f(t). Then f(0) =f(27r) = 0 
f’(0) =f’(27r) # 0. H ence there must be an intermediate zero. If A = 0 
consider cos t - 1 + di/qG =f(t). Then f(0) = 0, f(e) N &/4/7F > 0 for 
small E, f(rr) = -2 + 1 = -1 < 0, f(2~) = 42 > 0. Hence there exists a 
zero in (0, rr) and one in (T, 2~). 
(d) [cos t, sin t + A e, 11, A # 0 [(A = 0 is subsumed in (b))]. Con- 
sider 
sin t + A l/t - A +$I - cos t) =f(t) 
f (0) = 0, f(c) - A 4: 
f(r) = -A & 
f(2w) = -A I.& 
hence (f(E), f(rr), f(2~)) has two sign changes, or two zeros. Q.E.D. 
(e) [cos t, sin t + A, fl], A # 0 [A = 0 is subsumed in (c)l. Consider 
sint+A-Acost=f(t), 
f (0) = 0, f (24 = 0, f’(0) =f’(27T) = 1. 
Hence there must exist an intermediate zero. Q.E.D. 
The last topic demonstrates anew the relevance of the structural properties 
of T-subspaces to the study of K-subspaces. The structure of T-subspaces has 
been examined by several authors in recent years. Nemeth [17] and Hadeler [l 1] 
established conditions for the existence of an n - 1 dimensional T-subspace for 
a given n-dimensional T-subspace of C[a, b]. Concrete examples of an n-dimen- 
sional T-subspace possessing no n - 1 dimensional T-subspace have been 
previously given only for n = 3 (by Volkov [22] and Hadeler [l 11). The existence 
of an example for an arbitrary n can be derived from Zielke’s recent result [26]. 
The foregoing discussion leads us to formulate some conjectures and open 
problems. 
CONJECTURE 7.7. Consider C[a, ZJ]. For each n 2 3 there exists a minimal 
K-subspace of dimension n. 
CONJECTURE 7.8. Consider C[u, b]. For each n > 3 there exists a minimal 
K-set of cardinality n. 
Note that the validity of both conjectures for n = 3, 4 has been established. 
It is known that a T-system is a strict K-system. We suspect that the following 
is a partial converse. 
CONJECTURE 7.9. Consider C[a, b], and let {fi ,..., fn} be a minimal strict 
K-system. Then it is a T-system. 
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The following two problems concern minimal cardinality systems: 
PROBLEM 7.10. Find a characterization f minimal cardinality K-systems in 
C(S)- 
The answer is known only for S = [a, 61, and the question is of interest even 
for s=[a,b] X [a,b]. 
PROBLEM 7.11. Suppose (fi ,..., fn> is a minimal cardinality K-set on C(S). 
Is the codimension of the shadow of every subset infinite? 
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